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FROM ANTHONY
When I first came to Beleura around 1990 John Tallis was alive
and, I often think and say, the best exhibit in a fascinating
house. John Sutherland was housekeeper and lived in the
annex flat with his partner Bunny. The small flat was
occasionally used by various casual staff and in later years by
carers, especially when Sutherland was away.

boxes of Tallis things from venetian glass to silver, even furs,
and a large quantity of furniture much of which matches
furniture at Beleura, the entire contents of her house.
In 1926 Sir George Tallis brought from the Paris salons some
50 pictures, by post-impressionist artists, many are at Beleura
today and those Patsy Kirk inherited from her father and aunt
Sunday Millicent have now returned.

After John Tallis died in 1996 the small flat was again used by
casual staff as storerooms. It was very shabby and when I
Within this collection of some 50 paintings are a wonderful
started in 2000 John Sutherland gave me a dark office there
Hans Heysen and a collection of Norman Lindsay etchings and
and thought to “put me in my place”. Sutherland still occupied
engravings.
the annex flat.
Possibly the most exciting things, apart from the pictures, are
The restoration started and we needed to move him and so
an ermine jacket which belonged to Lady Tallis and many
acquired Lemon Hill. He moved and left a few things which he
family photograph albums, one full of photographs of more of
said were in the flat when he came, the other Tallis stuff all
Sir Georges motor cars.
furniture he stored in the small flat.
So over time you will be aware of changes to the furnishing of
Thus very little of what is in both flats is original; I acquired the
the house and both flats whereby I am really attempting to put
rest.
things back where they were and to have everything here to
When Peter Hickey’s (the long-time Beleura electrician) great have a Tallis provenance.
aunt died, he gave us all her bits and pieces and Wendy
McCrae, a great hoarder, gave us more. This is what dresses
these spaces. I have always felt uncomfortable about this
fiction, but it is what it is.
Anthony Knight OAM
John Tallis’ niece Patsy Kirk has, over the years, given back to
Director & Trustee
Beleura things she felt should be returned and much else.
Mainly inherited from her father George Cassius and her aunt

Biddy Carnegie, gradually these things have been absorbed
into Beleura. In January this year, when Patsy moved into a
retirement home, she arranged for a gift of some 100 packing

GENERAL MANAGEMENT
On Saturday night I was driving guests who had just attended
the Peninsula Light Opera Society’s “Beleura to Broadway”
show back in the blue bus . They could not stop gushing about
a faultless evening at Beleura.
Two days later I am sitting at my desk. I have just cancelled all
our tours. I have phoned all the artists we have programmed
for the next three months to cancel their performances.
Georgina is refunding all our tickets. And worst of all we have
closed Beleura’s doors to all our volunteers. It is a bewildering
time.
The year had started with so many activities and events.
We held a Guide Information Day and brought together our
Garden Guides and House Guides with Archives Volunteers.
We successfully rehearsed our emergency evacuation
procedures without creating any real-life emergencies. The
day went exceptionally well. I am still getting comments from
Guides on how impressed they were by the work of the
Archives Team and the depth of the collection.
Many of you may have visited the Mornington Peninsula
Regional Gallery’s Sublime Sea show. Beleura hosted a
symposium connected to the show which brought together
historians, curators, sociologists and a scientist to interconnect
ideas about Australia’s oceans through art, science and
geography.
Paul Atterbury from the Antiques Roadshow gave a lecture
about the golden age of ocean liner travel in the early
twentieth century in the Pavilion as part of the ADFAS
Mornington program. I think our ideas concerning the appeal
of cruise liners may have changed in recent days.
Musically Beleura recently hosted two events that delivered
challenging and exciting new music. Andrea Keller is a multiAria award winning musician and is the recent recipient of the
Emerging Composers Award, Melbourne Prize for Music
sponsored by Beleura. She recorded her next album in the
Pavilion using both Wayne Stuart pianos. We hope ,fingerscrossed, to see more of Andrea later this year.
Richard Vaudrey and Ashley Hribar are two musicians with a
long association with Beleura. Performing as Two Deep

Breaths they brought internationally renowned didgeridoo
player William Barton together in a stunning concert series.
Lastly I have to report that Nikki Ellis our Hospitality Manager
has resigned after five years in the role and she is looking
forward to doing new things. Beleura wants to pass on our
thanks for the hard work and leadership she showed in
hospitality over the years and wish her all the best in the
future.
Despite these times I have had some wonderful conversations
with volunteers recently. I am looking forward to sharing
stories, ideas and possibly music with you over the coming
months as we work our way through this awkward period.
Martin | General Manager
ADMINISTRATION
In this installment of Stay Tuned I would simply like to pay
tribute to Nikki Ellis for all of the different ways she
contributed to the smooth operations of Beleura Hospitality
over the last five years.
Nikki joined the team casually in late 2014/early 2015 as extra
help in the Hospitality department along with myself.
To have someone supportive and hardworking with abounding
creativity to share the load with was beyond anything I had
imagined. When change came to Beleura at the end of 2015
and I moved into the office she was the natural choice to take
the helm in Hospitality and did so officially at the beginning of
2016.
Many successful events have taken place at Beleura with Nikki
at the forefront in this area. Mother’s Days, Opera nights,
High Teas in the pavilion (carefully timed between
performances), recitals followed by (a now infamous)
afternoon tea, not to mention tour, after tour, after tour, after
tour!
We thank Nikki for her efforts and wish her all the best in her
future endeavors as she now departs Beleura for the next step
in her professional life.
Monique | Administration

honorary curator/registrar Kate Moffatt.
But again overall, Beleura’s significance lies in the richness of
the whole, from humble curiosities to fine antiques.
Importantly too, the John Tallis archive documents historical
works done on the house, decades of purchases, the diarised
operation of the house including day-to-day accounts of
domestic events and employees’ doings together with John
Tallis’ progress toward his vision of a romantic Italian garden.
All these reveal a way of life in the second half of the
twentieth century, and the research of Sue Wearne and Iain
Buckland into John Tallis’ records are again invaluable for this.
As ever, my thanks go to Archives volunteers who clean and
catalogue new things arriving. A special nod this month to
Leslie Osbourne, Jenny Barnden and Louise Pratt, who, with
Bronwyn and Warren Mills, cleaned a lot of silver. Leslie also
brush-cleaned the very dusty frames of 32 works of art, which
FROM ARCHIVES

before long, will find their place in the larger Beleura
collection, all part of our fabric.

Although into my sixth year at Beleura, every day still surprises
me with new and subtle understandings of the significance of Ingrid | Curator
.
our overall collection. What do I mean by ‘collection’ singular?
Aren’t there many separate collections, such as works of art,
FROM THE GARDEN
garden rooms and automobiles?
Goodness me, I thought possums were a pest.
Yes, that’s also true, and Archives volunteers have, for
In response to the toilet paper shortage, I have planted lots of
example, focussed on cataloguing our collection of theatre
shrubs with large leaves………………..
programmes, which confirm the command JC Williamson Pty
Ltd wielded over theatrical entertainment in Australia and
It’s eerily quiet here in the Beleura garden, we’re all going
beyond for close to a century.
about our business a little stunned. Still, when all looks a bit
dire a garden is a great sanctuary and I’m enjoying this one
But does our collection of theatre programmes integrate with
very much at the moment.
other objects of all kinds held by Beleura? I believe so, since
each piece of furniture, every china cup and ashtray placed
Doogs keeps taking huge baskets of tomatoes, capsicums,
throughout the house can be seen as myriad components in
beans and shallots etc for everyone to share and projects in
one collective work of art (or in museum terms, the fabric of
the rest of the garden still keep ticking along. Here’s what the
place) indivisible from the whole.
Japanese tea house looks like now.
In this spirit, Anthony has been rearranging things in the
House to reinforce collective Tallis ownership. For example,
through Carol Hunt, House Guides were recently updated
about a dainty ‘new’ green dresser in the French Breakfast
room and the additional china displayed in the French Kitchen
dresser and the Annex kitchen dresser – things belonging to
three Tallis generations but newly gifted by Patsy Kirk, niece of
John Tallis. There is more to emerge, including silver, other
furniture and many splendid old works of art!

Warning- shameless plug for Tim Bos, our newish landscaper
who built the bluestone paving the big pot sits on. The kid will
go far. For those who don’t know, the blue spruce in the pot
came from patsy kirk about 12 years ago.
We still aim to get the chooks in the next week or so, just in
case there is a shortage of eggs, or chickens……
Ok, that’s me, I’m off to wash my hands. Take lots and lots of
care,

Of the latter, Sir George Tallis’ taste was diverse and he had a
Richard | Head Gardener
keen eye for paintings by notable French artists of the 1920s.
Several of our newly acquired works were purchased in Paris
in the last years of that decade. His striking Australian
purchases include a landscape by Hans Heyson, a watercolour
by Sir Arthur Streeton and more than a dozen Norman Lindsay
etchings which were here in the past and have come back to
Beleura. Whatever controversies swirling around Lindsay’s
hedonistic subject matter during his lifetime and later, one can
assume a gentleman of taste would have recognised the
superb execution of these elaborately conceived works.
Adding to significance, the works of art collected by Sir George
and John Tallis form an important story, one that researcher
Iain Buckland is currently charting as an invaluable reference
for us. And so too is Beleura’s Klytie Pate Collection (the
largest in Australia), closely researched and interpreted by

